openQA Tests - action #64914
[JeOS] introduce softfail to yast2 lan bsc#1115644 (WAS: test fails in evolution_prepare_servers)
27/03/2020 08:52 am - favogt

| Status:    | Feedback                      | Start date: | 27/03/2020 |
| Priority:  | Normal                        | Due date:   |             |
| Assignee:  | mloviska                      | % Done:     | 0%          |
| Category:  | Bugs in existing tests        | Estimated time: | 0.00 hour |

Description

This test seems to have been broken by some of the preceding test modules. By running only the bare necessary modules for evolution_prepare_servers, it succeeds: https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/1214489

Observation

openQA test in scenario opensuse-15.1-JeOS-for-kvm-and-xen-x86_64-jeos-extra@64bit_virtio-2G fails in evolution_prepare_servers

Test suite description

Same as jeos, plus some more tests.

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build 23.6

Expected result

Last good: (unknown) (or more recent)

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

History

#1 - 27/03/2020 09:11 am - mloviska
- Subject changed from test fails in evolution_prepare_servers to [JeOS] test fails in evolution_prepare_servers

#2 - 27/03/2020 12:18 pm - mloviska
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- Assignee set to mloviska

#3 - 27/03/2020 12:52 pm - mloviska
check for /etc/hosts static ip leftover after setting back to dhcp
- leap15.1-Snapshot8.11.11
- opensuse-Tumbleweed-JeOS-for-kvm-and-xen-x86_64
- Leap-15.1-JeOS.x86_64-15.1.0-kvm-and-xen-Snapshot8.11.7

#4 - 27/03/2020 02:30 pm - mloviska

02/04/2020
- Subject changed from [JeOS] test fails in evolution_prepare_servers to [JeOS] introduce softfail to yast2 lan bsc#1115644 (WAS: test fails in evolution_prepare_servers)
- Status changed from In Progress to Feedback

https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/9905